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• Play as one of three well-known game characters (Mario, Sonic, and Link), each with their own personality and story to uncover. • With the help of Amiibo, you
can interact with other characters. • Enjoy the original soundtrack in stereo! Ocean Drive Challenge Remastered The Space Station The Block, Norway Street
Fighter - Lost Planet The Metalmen 3D remaster of the classic platformer by Capcom. A new look and the classic setting make the game a welcome new chapter
for old fans of the genre. Every level is filled with obstacles to overcome, secrets to find, and attacks from enemies lurking in the shadows to cross, so make sure
you have all the skills you need to be able to take on the challenges. Go on a fantastic adventure, on board the only space station left in the galaxy. Features: -
Upgrade your ship with the futuristic technology available. - Solve puzzles and solve mysteries. - Use the enemies as platforming tools. - Randomized levels
ensure each playthrough is a fresh new experience. - 21 Levels - Supports an amiibo. About The Game Games like these have been around since the dawn of
time, and thousands of titles have been released over the years. But every now and then, something comes along that leaves you in awe. The Metalmen is one
of those games. What do you do when you've had enough of cooped up in a boring space station all by yourself? Probably nothing. But you won't have to worry
anymore. Because you've met three metal titans. And you get to help them fulfil a destiny as old as the universe. A story of 3D Platforming When you arrive on
the Space Station, you'll find a lot of trouble to fix. You've been caught in a wormhole, and it's only by a miracle that you've managed to survive the crash. As
you try to fix your space ship and get back to Earth, you'll be relieved to know that the Metalmen have also been thrown out of the station. So now you have to
help them. But your best bet is to solve their problems, and retrieve the precious data that is needed to fix the wormhole. Who knows, maybe it will even help
you get off the station sooner than you expected! Take part in a story so fantastical that many of the most lauded authors of our time would take delight in
writing it. For

Mega Solitaire Collection Features Key:
Splash Wars is a music-based puzzle game which revolves around learning to hear, and play, patterns in music.
This is an exercise in how music sounds inversions, variations and permutations because of how they flow and are designed. It's also a practice at pattern recognition because these inversions have recognizable sound shapes.
Leapfrog is a maximalist collage project in which hir seams are built, in which hir brain assembles words, notes and rhythms from fragments that spazula. it is a highlight train game (like sufjan) for the contemporary.
It is a meta game too: it deals with narrative and transforming forms/sounds as forms and things to interpret.
The problem of the game is its completion arc which wanes over 2 hours' playing and which is actualizing tool versus answer.

Musical Ida

This is the life story of a neurotypical musically gifted kid who is introduced to the world of dyslexia. His journey has to navigate and reckon with dyslexia's oppositional relationship to music.
It's designed as a download-free PDF of a screencast and as a personal run-out-the-clock demo of a digital interface.

D/Deaf Art

These are a few pieces (below) made by me for a new and next step in my career as an artist-technologist. They're inspired by the science of hearing, and musical vernacular, and forensic audio forensic to cope with severely low frequency trauma. Their goal is to be accessible to the vast majority of Deaf-blind people in
this world.
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